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SSTUWA submission to the Inquiry into the Department of Education's IPS Initiative 

Preamble 
The State School Teachers' Union of Western Australia !SSTUWA) is the industrial and professional 
organisation representing more than 16,000 school leaders, teachers, and school psychologists working in 
WA public schools, 

The SSTUWA sought input from individual members and groups of members into the SSTUWAs formal 
submission and we have had 37 written submissions from members. 

In add ition , through meeting s of members in districts, members have conveyed the ir views about this 
Ini tiative, many of them explicitly seeking to remain anonymous in the process. This is due to a feeling that 
they would be disciplined or vic timised should they identify themselves throug h this process, 

A small number of academic studies specifically focussing on the WA initiative have been published and the 
SSTUWA will refer to them in its submission. However, a significant number of international studies have 
been completed into what are very similar in itiatives to the WA independent public schools l iPS) project In 
other countries. Many of these have been re ferred to in the academic studies which have been quoted and in 
the SSTUWA submission. 

The SSTUWA welcomes the opportunity to provide this submission and seeks to highlight various 
pro fessional and industrial issues arising from the IPS model which have been raised by principals and 
teachers across the state since the introduction of IPS in 2009, 
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I ntrod uction 
In 2009 the Western Australian government's Economic Audit Committee released a report called Putting 
the Public First. It proposed a wholesale restructure of the WA public sector under the banner of "giving 
communities more control over the range of services they access and the means by which they are, 
delivered." As a result we are seeing a radical transformation of the way in which public services are being 
delivered - a move away from the government being the provider of services towards the government as a 
faCilitator of service provision. 

In WA publ ic educat ion a major manifestation of th is philosophy has been the move towards IPS. 

The SSTUWA remains fundamentally opposed to the IPS philosophy and model as it is operating in WA 
schools, This is because we believe the underlying purpose behind the Economic Audit Committee's original 
push is the transfer of costs and responsibilities from the government to the local community. 

What we know from other states and territories - as well as other countries - which have gone down 
this path, is that the focus has been about achieving considerable budget savings for government. ThiS 
has happened through school amalgamations, closures, new maintenance and cleaning arrangements, 
asset sales , and reducing people costs by way of attrition, reduction in teaching programs and therefore 
teaching hours, no back filling of positions, performance management, limiting or reducing the number of 
promotional positions, etc. 

Many of these measures have been implemented in WA - particularly in the context of the cuts to school 
budgets which have occurred since 2013. These cuts total approximately $250 million across the board. 

The SSTUWA believes the model , as it is currently opera ting , represents the antithesis of the provision of 
qua li ty public educat ion for all, regardless of parental income or location, and entrenches a two-tiered 
system where schools in desirab le locations will be able to attract teac hers much more easily than those 
with difficult student cohorts and/or those situated in less desirable regional and remote locations. 

IPS as a business model versus educational leadership 
There is overwhelming evidence both nationally and internationally that a business model of education 
which IS driven by organisational or financial considerations, rather than a student-centred approach 
seeking educational improvement, makes no appreciable difference to student outcomes. The WA IPS 
reforms themselves are not unique. They are spin-offs from existing devolution models that are in operation 
around the world and follow a similar public pitch citing autonomy, flexibility and community engagement 
as key drivers. In practice what has occurred with these models is that significant savings have been made, 
over time, by streamlining 'and driving efficiencies within the system. 

In Australia, this became clear when in 2010 the NSW Boston Consulting Group (BCG) report identified 
opportunities for the NSW Department of Education to save significa nt amounts of money from its budget 
by adopting a similar structure to Victoria wh ich introduced this model in 1993, It recommended school 
devolution , a simplified funding model , restructuring state and regional offices, a reduction in central 
office support with the functions devolved to schools and less centralised curriculum support. ' The BCG 
report further highlighted strategies to achieve public and sector support for the model, which included 
championing 'tnal schools' which were in fact hand-picked based on already being high performers. In the 
case of WA IPSs, the introduction of the model has been alarmingly similar: the closure of distnct offices, 
devolVing responsibility to schools, reduction in support staff, etc. The strategy to sell the reforms has also 
followed the BCG report recommendations: recruit high performing schools in the first intake under the 
promise of greater autonomy and special funding deals, champion these schools so more will join, create a 
system where as many are devolved as possible and then remove the financial inducements. 

Research shows educational benefits from autonomy are most effective in the area of profeSSional 
autonomy such as curriculum and assessment. Autonomy linked with funding and human resource [HR) 

1 Boston Consulting Group, Expenditure Review of the Department of EducatIOn and Trainmg, NSW, 29 Ja nuary 2011 
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Issues has negligible educational pay-off. What is clear with the WA IPS model IS that it does not Increase 
professional autonomy. Quite the opposite. The bureaucratic and compliance demands have increased 
- for all schools - with an extreme focus on NAPLAN and ATAR results. This has been at the expense 
of acknowledging the di ff iculties faced by some schools In socially disadvantaged communities. PlaCing 
bureaucratic functions, which were once provided centrally, upon school staff has increased workloads 
dramatically. The most frustrating aspect for principals is that the program has been sold as possessing 
autonomy, yet if they exercise it outside of these bureaucratic functions they are reprimanded. This has been 
evident recently in the case of a metropolitan primary school principal who was publicly reprimanded by the 
Minister for speaking out about funding reductions to his school. Speaking out on funding was denied to 
public schools at the end of 2013 when principa ls were ordered, by way of a memo from central office, not 
to call them ··cuts". Cases li ke these show that principals and schools do not have autonomy - unless It is 
to praise the government of the day. The IPS system allows the government to abdicate expensive support 
functions to schools, while financial accountability is retained centrally. 

Clearly it is proper that governments manage resources in an efficient and effective manner. It IS of 
considerable concern to the SSTUWA that the push to do so via the IPS model in schools has many 
unintended and often undesirable consequences. Most critically, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development iOECD) research is clear that the only kind of autonomy which has a demonstrable, 
beneficial effect on student learning is profeSSional autonomy. 

The increased administrative demands being placed on pnncipals as more and more functions are devolved 
to the school level should not be confused with professional autonomy; on the contrary - it is having the 
effect of reducing the amount of time principals are able to devote to educational leadership within a school. 
In Canada for example, secondary principals report that following a similar devolut ion process, they were 
on ly able to devote approximately one per cent of their time to educational leadership. Primary pnnc ipals 
reported that they spe nt approximately 3.5 per cent of their time on educational leadership. As ear ly as 2012 
this was evident, wi th the fo llowi ng appearing in the magazine Education Review: 

Make no mistake about it; the IPS program creates an enormous workload on school administrations. 
Already, some IPS schools are floundering trying to manage increased financial responsibilities; some new 
IPS schools have produced less than adequate NAPLAN results; with the new workloads dubious staffing 
practices are now operating In IPS schools where new teachers to IPS are experiencing the ··one year 
contrac(· system under a new ··we·1I see how the school goes·· concept. On this business model the net 
dollar bottom line is much more important than NAPLAN and performance data. What at first looked like 
Greeks bearing gifts is over. but the ··wooden horse·· is in.' 

ThiS is consistent with feedback received by the SSTUWA as part of this submission process: 

Teaching and learning don't seem to be a focus anymore. The corporate model of IPS is letting the system 
down.' 

IPS has made schools into businesses whose main objective is to make money and market their image. What 
happens in the classroom is secondary' 

IPS is a totally financially based decision and not in the best interests of staff or students' 

IPS: The creation of a two-tiered system 
The state government's aggressive championing of the IPS model has been supported through publiC 
advertising, but principally through structural change. The additional cash funding offered to schools taking 
up the program, the offer of a notional one line budget, the delegation of a number of powers previously held 
centrally and fundamental changes to school staffing policies and practices have been the critical drivers 
of what is now a two-tiered public school system - both operationally and in public perception. The staffing 

2 Ann Dreyfus. "All's NOT qUiet on the Western front," Educa/lOn ReView, March 2012. 28-29. 
3 Teacher, metropolitan high school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
4 Teacher, metropolitan high school. 5STUWA member subm iSSion. 
S Teacher. metropoli tan high school. SSTUWA member subm iSS ion. 
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changes and their Impact are dealt with later in this submission. Suffice to say at this point. that the capacity 
for IPS to select their own staff with no expectation that they accept surplus permanent employees requiring 
placement has created a perception. in the Wider publiC and within the system. that IPS sites have "better" 
teachers than non-IPS schools. 

An ongoing program by the state government promoting the so called independence of IPS has further 
encouraged this perception that IPS schools are better than non-IPS schools; that they are somehow in a 
more elite category. This is reinforced within the system by the department offering high quality profeSSional 
learning programs [the latest including a component of study at Harvard University) which are restricted 
to IPS principals only. In a time of extreme budget constraint th is is seen as grossly unfair and reinforcing 
a "them and us" mentality which quite clearly reflects the prevailing view that IPS schools are somehow 
better. Non-IPS schools are increasingly seen as undesirable locations for teachers looking for career 
progression; and for parents who believe that student outcomes at IPS sites are better than those at non-
I PS schools. 

The other. major focus of the IPS initiative is the promise of autonomy. This has been the prime selling point 
to both the system itself and the wider public. There is no doubt that principals enjoy the capacity to select 
staff. though this involves a huge additional workload at the school. The capacity to reprofile the staffing 
configuration within a school is also attractive to some principals. IPS schools have the ability to abolish 
positions within the school [such as a deputy principal or head of learning area) and create their own. 
So. from a human resources point of view. there is certainly greater autonomy within the IPS model. This 
creates a different problem however. because with many schools reshaping the roles of deputy principals 
and heads of learning area. there is now little consistency across the system as to what people in these 
roles are expected/able to do. This has a significant effect on system-wide succession planning; there are no 
guarantees that a particular deputy principal or head of department will have had the opportunity to perform 
what was once an expec ted part of the role - surely an unintended consequence of thi s model? 

Other than that however. principals report they have little capacity for autonomy. The compliance and 
accountability requirements being imposed on all schools mean there is little ability to move away from 
basic curriculum requirements. This is clearly put in the case of Bridgette. an IPS principal quoted In Brad 
Gobby's paper Enacting the Independent Public Schools program in Western Australia: 

... to take on more responsibility I need more support staff To have more support staff I need more facilities. 
That. I have no control over That is always political. So I am stuck. So although I have autonomy to do some 
things. I haven't got the infrastructure to do it.' 

PrinCipals have also commented: 

Parents wanted us to be an IPS even if they don't understand it completely. But they believe we are far freer 
than we are' 

The IPS mode l. by focussing on the rhetoric of autonomy and school choice. fails to take into account those 
schools whose stud ent population or geographical location renders them unable to compete from a position 
of strength. The SSTUWA believes that governments have a responsib ility to provide quality public education 
for all students. no matter where they live. While the IPS model has enhanced the perception of the public 
education sector which in itself is positive. it should not be to the detriment of non-IPS students. staff or 
sites. 

6 Gabby, Brad, Enactmg the Independent PubliC Schools program In Western Australia, Issues In Educational Research. 2013, Vol 
2311.119-34. 

7 Melbourne Graduate Schoo l of Education, Evaluation of the Independent Public Schools InlllatlVe, CommiSS ioned by the 
Department of Education WA. May 2013. 
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Terms of reference 

AI The Implementation of the initiative. including support provided to schools transitlonlng to become 
Independent Public Schools and the use of Delivery and Performance Agreements. 

81 The ongoing role of the Department of Education, and other agencies, supporting Independent Public 
Schools. 

CI How Independent Public Schools are monitored through informal and formal review processes and the 
transparency of reviews for the school community. 

EI The outcomes of formal and informal reviews of Independent Public Schools. 

FI The process and extent to which the Department of Education incorporates review outcomes into its 
management of the Independent Public Schools initiative and ensures that Independent Public Schools 
act on review outcomes. 

The loss of central support 

School leaders 
The devolution agenda, while framed as providing public schools with more autonomy and flexibility, has 
resulted in the erosion of central support for schools and school leaders. Significant structural changes 
to the public education sector in recent years have changed the way in which our schools are funded, their 
financial structures, the role of central and regional offices. staffing processes, the support structures 
available to school leaders and the way in which schools are performance managed. This reflects the 
change in emphas is from the Department of Education [DoEI being a service provider to being a service 
facilitator. 

The number of district offices has been reduced from 13 to 8 regional offices; further the number of 
directors has been reduced from 25 to 10, representing a significant loss of support to schools. In addition 
central office support has been considerably reduced - some 700 positions have gone from the centre over 
the last three years. The effect of this has been that schools no longer have access to support for teaching 
sta ff or for principals who may need assistance. This support previously may have been by way of personal 
contact with district and central office staff or through the provision of curriculum support and resources 
for teachers in schools. This is particularly felt in regional areas where staff from schools must now travel 
hundreds of kilometres in some instances to see a member of regional office staff or to obtain district 
support lor vice versa!' 

District office closures and central office reductions have resulted in the loss of professional development. 
student services. operations management, professional consultancy and facilities management. Increased 
administrative demands on principals, as functions once provided by district offices have been devolved to 
school level, has reduced the time they can devote to educational leadership. 

The DoE has attempted to fill the gaps caused by this reduction in central and district office personnel by 
the imposition of a network model which relies on school principals to voluntarily work with other network 
principals to assist in the provision of professional support to schools. Unsurprisingly, the implementation 
of this has been inconsistent to say the least. When executed effectively and resourced well, the network 
system can be a collaborative approach to building leadership and supporting school development. 
Unfortunately the current system of networks relies on individuals to engage in initiatives in addition to their 
current workloads and without adequate resourcing. In rural areas particularly. the networks model is not 
suitable because of geographic challenges. The notion of a network prinCipal increases the workload on that 
Individual substantially, and further takes away from the operation of his or her school. 

At the same time as this reduction in district and central support, IPS introduced notional one line budgets 
for IPS schools. However, this has now been extended to all WA public schools, along with a Student 
Centred Funding Model [SCFM!. Those choosing to try the IPS model were provided with an initial amount 
of additional funding [between $20,000-$40,0001 to assist with buying the additional support necessary for 
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schools to meet the additional administrative requirements which came with sta ff selection and contract 
management, for example. Th is was reflected in ongoing payments to IPS schools of up to $50,000 per 
annum. 

It should be noted however, that now with all schools operating on a one line budget and as per the SCFM, 
non- IPS do not receive this additional funding, 

SSTUWA members have consistently and regularly made the observation in regard to the ongoing role of the 
Department of Education supporting IPS that: 

and 

There is little or none (support!. Principals have an extremely worrying and dangerous workload. which 
impacts on their health. Due to administrative workload, this directly impacts on all teachers as there is a 
"push down" effect for previous work done by front office personnel' 

School leaders are focused on ticking department boxes at the expense of running and developing their 
schools, Teaching and learning don't seem to be a focus anymore, The corporate model of IPS is letting the 
system down' 

Comments such as these would suggest that the devolution of responsibility has swung too far to 
schools. Even in the early stages of IPS. the department's own review in 2013 commented on the "need to 
continuously review and improve the support provided to schools,"" 

and 

It was suggested that in some areas it might be more beneficial to keep systems or process centralised. 
or ensure there is appropriate guidance to enable schools to manage their processes consistently and 
appropriately." 

There was a concern that central office resources were being reduced, and that, in moving resources from 
central of lice to regions or schools, specialist expertise which cannot be duplicated may be lost," 

In DoE's 2013 review, these issues were described as "relatively minor"," However. with the rapid expansion 
of the IPS agenda over the past two years, these issues have now advanced to a level of greater seriousness. 

Staff workload 
Principals and other school leaders are not the only cohort of public education staff experiencing an 
increasing workload due to the loss of central support for IPS schools. Considerable feedback from 
teaching staff highlighting increased pressures and workloads is received regularly by the SSTUWA from its 
members, The failure to adequately compensate schools for the increase in administrative tasks has had a 
clear flow on effect to teaching staff for a number of reasons. 

The transfer of administrative functions from the cent re to the school is one of these. This has taken the 
form of many departmental policies which have been st rea mlined to the point where staff feel that there 
is no support/guidance from the centre and they are on their own, At the same time the bureaucratic! 
accountability requirements on principals and teachers have increased .. somewhat of an irony given that 
the IPS initiative is supposed to embody autonomy. 

8 Teacher. metropolitan high school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
9 Teacher, metropolitan high school, SSTUWA member submiSSion. 

10 Melbourne Graduate School of Education. Evaluation of the Independent PubliC Schools Instlative. Commissioned by the 
Department of Education WA. May 2013, 63 [8.4.21. 

11 Melbourne Graduate School of Education. Evaluation of the Independent PubliC Schools Intt/alive, Commissioned by the 
Department of Education WA, May 2013. 62 18.3.81. 

12 Melbourne Graduate School of EducatIOn. Evaluation of the Independent PubliC Schools Initiative. Commissioned by the 
Department of EducatIOn WA. May 2013. 63 18.3.81. 

13 Melbourne Graduate School of Educallon. Evaluation of the Independent PubliC Schools InillatlVe. Comm issioned by the 
Department of Education WA. May 2013. 63 18.3.81. 
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Due to extra administration workload. this directly Impacts on all teachers, as there is a "push down" effect 
for previous work done by the front office personnel." 

As a result many administrative duties which once were performed by school clerical staff are now passed 
on to teachers - aspects of reporting. producing school planning documents. the maintenance of student 
records. etc. The additional time taken by teachers to do this kind of work places considerable pressure on 
the time available for lesson preparation. curriculum discussions with colleagues, whole of school planning 
and, similar. professional activities. 

The workload is chronic. It is not uncommon to have teachers working on the school premises until 5pm and 
then head home to continue their work. A family life is all but non-existent." 

The students in my school are eager to learn. How can they be successful if the teacher is stressed, wasting 
time dOing pointless tasks and uncertain if they have a job In the next term?" 

ThiS Increase In workload is reflected in domestic and international research which shows similar effects 
wherever this autonomous model has been implemented. Rainnie and Fitzgerald from the Curtin Graduate 
School of Business in a paper titled Putting the Public First? An examination of the implications of the 2009 
fAC Report found that "school sta ff have increased workloads with principals increasingly required to be 
managers rather than educators. "" A study by Melbourne Unive rsity in 2013 reported that "teachers at IPS 
site visits did express concerns about job security, changes to their roles and increases in workload."" 

It would seem that. despite this feedback being highlighted early in the IPS process, support for staff has not 
been forthcoming. In fact. overwhelming feedback from SSTUWA members would suggest that the workload 
Issues have actually worsened. 

Stress and morale 
The Putting the Public First? report notes that, "the school is being reconstituted in ways that re-institute 
hierarchies; diminish co-operations; foster competitive individualism between schools and in the end divert 
schools away from their educative agenda by requiring them to be entrepreneurial and more business
like," 19 

There is no doubt that many teachers feel that the IPS model does exactly this. Teachers report that there 
is less sharing of ideas and resources as teachers fee l that they must keep these to themselves to re tain a 
competi t ive edge during selection processes. There is no doubt that in some IPS schools, princ ipals take 
advantage of this. 

Due to the way in which IPS shifts administrative focus away from the work of teaching to the pursuit of 
corporate goals, teaching staff are feeling more isolated and less supported. The results of a workforce 
showing signs of stress and decreased morale are debilitating on the performance of the school and detract 
from the core business of ensuring a high quality education for all students. 

While se/l-managing schools may permit some teachers to be more innovative, in most cases the raised 
expectations, absence of additional profeSSIOnal development and increased administrative workloads have 
only resulted in Increased levels 01 stress and demoralisation.'" 

14 Teacher, metropolitan primary school, SSTUWA member submiSSion. 

15 Teacher, metropolitan pnmary school. SSTUWA member submission. 
16 Teacher, metropolitan high school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
17 Fitzgerald, Dr Scott and Ralnnle. Professor At. Putting the PubliC First? Part Two: Independent Publrc Schools, Curtin Graduate 

School of Busmess. July 2011. 
18 Melbourne Gradu<lte School of Education. Evaluallon of the Independent Public Schools/mtlallVe, Commissioned by the 

Department of EducatIOn WA. May 2013 
19 Fitzgerald. Dr Scott and Rainnle. Professor AI. Pulling the PubliC F,rst? Part Two: Independent Public Schools. Curlin Graduate 

School of Business. July 2011. 
20 Fitzgerald. Dr Scott and Ralnnle, Professor At. Putting the PubliC First? Part Two: Independent PublIC Schools. Curtin Gr<lduatc 

School of BUSiness. July 2011. 
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Staff morale is at an all-time low and admm refuses to aCknowledge it. Last year we lost one of our most 
successful and highly decorated teachers to another school because they could no longer put up with admm 
not supportmg staff" 

Teachers are anxIOus and many are now reluctant to come to school. Sleepless nights are common - many 
colleagues are now medicated by concerned doctors." 

I fear for the welfare and mental health of my wonderful hard-working colleagues and friends. and I fear for 
the new generation of younger teachers who are reluctant to speak up because they are desperate to have a 
job. Effective controls over those who will abuse a system for their own gain must exist. " 

Worryingly, some teachers are reporting they are increasingly afra id to raise stress, morale and workload 
issues due to their employment circumstances. Teachers are increasingly placed on short term contracts 
under the IPS system. which is in breach of the relevant Award, and feel they are unable to report their 
situation for fear of not being reappointed at the conclusion of the school year. 

This is developing to the extent that teachers will push themselves to the limit. causing serious health 
concerns and an eventual break down. During the course of the SSTUWA submission process, feedback 
from some members reflected situations where they felt that even highlighting an issue would result in 
reprimand. 

and 

I am quite nervous sending this email because of the consequences of getting caught sending this message 
from my computer at school. " 

Owing to the vindictive nature of some of our admin team and the fact that there are repercussions for 
those who speak out or have an alternative point of view, I would prefer my name is not attached {to this 
submission!." 

It is noted that this is not the case for the majority of public schools, where teachers generally have not 
reported stress and morale issues. However. a significant number of worksites have provided this type of 
feedback over an extended period of time. Further, the number of IPS worksites exhibiting stress and morale 
Issues has grown in recent years. In the independent Melbourne University report on IPS produced for the 
DoE in 2013. the prevalence of stress was noted but dismissed as "concerns not shared by all teachers."" It 
is the view of the SSTUWA that the fact that only part of the workforce reports stress does not mean that thiS 
should not be addressed as an issue. The employer has a duty of care for all of its employees. A productive 
workforce that can focus on the educational outcomes of students is in the interests of all. 

Funding inadequacy 
In feedback from school leaders it is commonly fe lt that the flexibility received to determine how school 
budgets are appropriated IS less important than the amount of fund ing itse lf. Above and beyond any 
other type of support, financial resources are the most critica l factor in ensuring schools can deliver an 
effective education program to all students. Since 2013 the state government has undertaken a program 
of cuts to school budgets, reducing the amount of funding each school receives and changing the way in 
which budgets are calculated. Coupled with the increased workload placed on IPS sites, schools are now 
Increasingly faced with the decision to fund one position or resource at the expense of another. 

21 Teacher, rural primary school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
22 Teacher, metropolitan primary school, SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
23 Teacher, metropolitan primary school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
24 Teacher, rural primary school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
25 Teacher, metropolitan primary school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
26 Melbourne Graduate School of Education. Eva/uallon of the Independent PubliC SchoolS/nit/alIVe, Commissioned by the 

Department of EducatIOn WA, May 2013. 
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We have been able to main tam. If not slightly exceed. our teaching staff ratio. However, this is only because 
there has been a conscious choice to cut back administrator time to fund this approach." 

Teaching sta f f are increasingly likely to spend their own money on classroom expenses due to the 
Inadequacies of school budgets to cover these resources. In 2014 the SSTUWA ran a survey of 1.300 
teachers which found that 98 per cent had spent personal money on classroom expenses at an average of 
$545 per se mester. 18 

We have not been allowed to buy new text books. smart boards and have to keep expenses at a minimum. 
This mE-'ans we are often spending our own money on resources." 

Class sizes have been acutely affected since the introduction of IPS and broader funding cuts to the system. 
In 2015 a su rvey of 2.586 teachers found that 83.9 per cent experienced increased class sizes since 2013 
with 43 per cent close to or at maximum class size limit as per the General Agreement." This is supported 
by Department of Education class size audits which regularly show around five to eight per cent of classes 
oversize" and Annual Reports on Government Services which show WA teacher student ratios increaSing". 

With less support staff or flexible money we have less specialist positions such as behaviour manager, 
literacy support. etc and have less opportunity to reduce class sizes to fit class needs in a complex low socia 
econom ical schoo!." 

Increas i ngly difficult to cater for all of the varying abilities and needs of students in classes. Much time is 
taken to' help the lower ability student at the expense of effectively extending the higher ability student. 3. 

It is clear that the cumulative effect of introducing IPS. the Student Centred Funding Model. Year 7s to 
high school. the one line budget and additional compulsory years of schooling has completely changed the 
manner in which school budgets are calculated and set in a way which makes comparative analysis almost 
impossible. The introduction of th e SCFM was presented to the public and th e system as a more transparent 
and equitable form of funding. In particular it has been sold as a needs-based model which. in theory. it is. It 
proVides for a base loading for every student plus loadings which provide additional funding to recognise: 

• Location 

• Size of school 

• Indigeneity 

• Englis h as an Add itional Language or Dialect [EALD) students 

• Socia l disadvantage 

• Stude nt disability 

In principle. this IS generally widely supported. However. the introduction of this model was preceded by 
Signi ficant reductions across the board to school staffing formulae in 2014 prior to the introduction of the 
new model in 2015. In the absence of adequate funding to support the model any benefits it may provide to 
students are minimised . Even before the state government undertook a program of cuts fro m September 
2013 onwards. the DoE's own report into IPS identified fundi ng inadequacy by stating that: 

Principals from all public schools felt that increased financial resources were the most critical support 
required to increase school effectiveness. Many principals from schools that were not IPS felt that support 
had decreased since the introduction of the IPS initiatIVe. In survey comments. prinCipals identified a need for 

27 Teacher, metropol itan pnmary school, SSTUWA member subm iSSion. 
28 SSTUWA classroom expenses survey, 2014. 
29 Teacher. metropolitan high school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
30 SSTUWA class size survey. 2015. 
31 Summary of class Sizes, Department of Education Western Australia, 2014, 2015. 
32 Report on Government Services, StudenHeacherratlos, 2014, 2015, 2016. 
33 Principal. metropolitan school, SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
34 Princ ipal. metropoli tan school, SSTUWA member subm iSSion 
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additional financial resources in order to lund stalling increases. professional development. special projects. 
ICT sup port. and students with special needs.'; 

When faced with questions of funding the state government is quick to reply that appropriation for the 
public education sector has increased each year and that WA students are among the best funded in the 
nation. It is certainly the case that the size of the education budget has increased. However, this reflects 
three additional years of compulsory schooling, as well as a large increase in student numbers reqUiring 
the building of new schools and appointment of additional staff. In addition the demographics of WA With 
Its large size but small country towns - in comparison with Queens land, say - and overall small population 
means that the per capita expenditure in WA is much higher than states such as Victoria or NSW. 

Actual school budgets have been affected - most of them negatively. 

The reality is that one only need listen to the public school staff who tell us that their schools are dOing more 
with less. The key to unlocking the potential that re forms like the SCFM have IS In the resources prOVided 
behind it. The only way we can ensure that every child receives the best education possible is by ensuring 
that even au r most disadvantaged students receive the funding they need. 

Inadequacy of the review process 

Under the current department structure, the Director Generalis the direct line manager of every IPS 
principal - currently 445 principals. The principals are subject to a standardised Delivery and Performance 
Agreement [OPAl which they negollate and sign with the Department of Education for a three year period. 
They then assume responsibility for undertaking a yearly self-assessment and annual report process, which 
central office receives and assesses against national reporting requirements. At the completion of the DPA 
period a rev i ew is conduc ted by an independent body and released publi cly. Because of the numbers of 
people involved, meaning ful leadership and feedback for school management during the term of their DPA 
is simply not possible. Feedback generally takes the form of meetings of principals - up to 25 at a time -
with the Director General at which they are in formed of any concerns, and future expectations are outlined. 

Feedback from principals suggests that regional and executive directors, who now have fewer staff In their 
teams due to ongoing staffing reductions , are not always able to provide support when it is needed. School 
networks, which are designed to increase support ive collaboration between school administrators. rely 
on voluntary partic ipatio n and therefore do not co nsistently wo rk we ll . Pri ncipals are by and large left to 
monitor their own performance in any way they choose , unless a serious issue arises. This means that 
recommendations from each annual review are not followed up until the next three year review l 

The current process in place for monitoring the operation of independent public schools is lacking on a 
number of fronts. At best it lacks rigour and allows principals to self-assess without any input from other 
staff. At worst It is open to downright dishonesty. 

Wh ile the SSTUWA supports and promotes best practice se lf-eva luative processes, feedback from our 
members suggests tha t the process of self-eva luation which operates for IPS is far from best prac tice. 
According to accounts from some SSTUWA mem bers, school administrators and boards deliberately 
convey a positive report to DoE with some schools se lectively or misreporting their performance in order 
to meet the requirements set out in their DPAs. Even in the formal independent review at tile finalisation 
of their DPA, school administrators may be scripting staff and preparing board members to selectively 
provide positive feedback . There are cases where schools have self-reviewed positively, only to be reviewed 
negative ly by an independe nt external review group later. 

A clear illustration of the failure can be seen via Primary School X which had all the advantages, had a 
formal review process. and then was subject to a more brutal ERG review. Where the IPS review. says jolly 
good chaps keep trying, to not long after the educational 'ERG" review gives the school a proper beating. 

35 Melbourne Graduate School of Education. Evaluation of the Independent PubliC Schools Inltlallve, Commissioned by the 
Department of Educat ion WA. May 2013. 
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Documents are on the school's site on Schools Online WA. What does this say of informal and formal review 
process es p 6 

This may be a product of the state government's overt championing of IPS as an improved schooling 
platform and the resultant pressure on administrators and school boards to meet thiS standard. Certainly 
the public perception of IPS schools has grown to a level in which they are seen as a class above public 
schools still operating under the old model. 

Too much money IS spent creating and protecting a good public image ... 1 find that we spend a substantial 
amount of time fulfilling public image duties. Our data collection is not always genuinely targeted towards 
the children s needs. We produce report data that superficially looks impressive. yet does not always provide 
transparency for parents or teachers." 

A number of comments from a range of schools reflect the inadequacy and exploitation of the self
evalualion process: 

Last year when we had an IPS review at our school we were all prepped with what to say and some were 
even given time to practise their scripts. There (was} definitely no one-to-one contact with the reviewers; 
everything was organised so that there was no anonymous and honest feedback ... The reviewers were not 
interested in hearing from individual stafl As long as it looks good on paper" 

I believe that IPS schools aren't scrutinised on performance well enough. Our school definitely hasn't 
performed after becoming IPS." 

We received an excellent review. however the review of our systems was largely left as an internal matter.'o 

Current formal and informal review processes and transparency of reviews currently in place appear not to 
be able to identify some IPS schools at risk. This prevents the ability to provide timely remedial action. The 
model seems to depend on elements of the IPS model working positively but does not seem to have a fail
safe element to detect and fix problems when it is the school administralton that is a concern" 

Principals carry out writing exercises each year. They write a persuasive text of three thousand characters on 
their and the schools progress and development. They then send it to the Executive Director of the Region. 
who sends a reply three months later and the principal puts it in a file. No discussion. no face to face. a 
simple persuasive text exercise. without direct human contact" 

If indeed substandard accountability practices are in place for public schools. this represents a seC/ous flaw 
in public sector management. Unlike the private school sector and despite the perception of independence. 
IPS are government owned entities and bureaucratic processes must be in place to ensure they are 
operating effectively. An effective line management system must be in place to do so and the current 
structure of principals reporting directly to the Director General. without a middle line manager. does not 
allow for this. It is the SSTUWAs view that this needs to be rectified as a matter of urgency. 

Misuse of power by school principals 

Based on a signi ficant amount of feedback. some principals seem to be struggling with the concepts of 
empowerment . collaboration and consultation. SSTUWA members have noted that as a result of the school 
turning IPS. some principals are exhibiting a more autocratic approach. Reasons for this may be. but are 
not lim ited to. lack of support. increased pressure to perform and issues adapt ing with the Changing role of 
school leaders. In a minority of cases these issues are developing to the extent that school staff and school 
leaders are not working collegiately or collaboratlvely and consultation with staff is lacking. 

36 Principal, metropoli tan primary, SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
37 Pnnclpal. education support centre, SSTUWA member submission. 
38 Teacher, regional district high school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
39 Teacher, metropolitan high school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
40 Principals. education support school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
41 Principal. metropolitan pnmary school, SSTUWA member submiSSion, 
42 Principal. metropolitan primary school. SSTUWA member submission. 
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Feedback re ceived which reflects this includes: 

The prinCipal gains too much power. and can become dictatorial. Dictatorial prinCipals are often manipulatIVe 
and poli tical by nature. As such they tend to either get rid of personnel who they believe are opposed to 
their way of doing things. This creates a static and mundane staff of "yes" people rather than a collegiate of 
vibrancy were opinions are valued and considered'J 

The IPS system has allowed a bullYing culture to develop In schools. Harassment is constant as IS 

supervisIOn/observation, Staff morale is extremely low and stress leave lunder a sickness guise} is common. 
Admin talk about "wellness" and staff receive emails which purport to show concern for slaff well-being. 
These emallscan be used as evidencebyadmin that they are showing concern for staff well-being. This is 
Simply nol true as many staff are being ostracised, harassed and spoken to in an appalling manner" 

It is noticeable that under the IPS arrangement that prinCipals have a lot more power. which is not always 
used to good effect." 

The lack of central support, loss of professional development opportunities, lack of partnership With 
other schools and reformed role of school leaders as business managers under the IPS model have all 
contributed to the development of this situation, Further, there seems to be no effective accountability 
measures to identify and address issues with principal performance, 

Term of reference 

G) The impact of Independent Public Schools on staffing arrangements. 

Staffing, redeployment and transfer issues 

In 2009 sta ffing was managed centrally, with a minority of teaChing positions filled by local selection 
processes, The IPS program offered full local selection of all staff - teaching and non-teaching. It also 
released those schools from any obligation to accept permanent staff who are surplus to the requirements 
of a particular school. or staff on a return to work program and needing to be placed in another school. 
Such teachers were normally placed through the transfer system - if a school had a vacancy for a maths 
teacher and a person became available that person was placed into the school. IPS are permitted to fill their 
vacancies entirely by way of local selection, thus leaving surplus employees unplaced. 

In the early days of its introduction this had little practical effect on the appointment and transfer of teaching 
staff generally, In 2012, with the numbers of IPS sites increasing , the department effectively abolished the 
central transfer system for all but a number of teachers in regional and remote areas [who retain transfer 
rights by virtue of the General Agreement [Schools)] and teachers in non-IPS locations. The department 
remains obl iga ted to place these teachers but with 445 schools !covering 75 per cent of teaching staff) now 
not reqUired to accept any surplus teachers, this is becoming increasingly difficult. Non- IPS principals 
are reporting that they are being forced to accept teachers who are unsuitable for their school due to, say, 
teaching area qualifications not matching the school need - an Eng lish teacher instead of a maths teacher 
- while IPS principals have the ability to choose all staff. This is causing considerable disquiet, with non-IPS 
principals feeling like second class citizens within the system, Their perception is that they are doing the 
heavy lifting as they are required to take workers' compensation placements, return to work cases, difficult 
teachers, and poor performing teachers In order for the department to meet its obligations under the Public 
Sector Management Act. 

The ability for IPS schools to refuse to accept referred teachers, redeployees, graduate teachers, or 
employees on return-to-work programs has had a major detrimental effect on employees wishing to 
transfer, and particularly those teachers in the country trying to relocate into metropolitan schools, A 

43 Teacher, metropolitan pnmary school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
44 Teacher, metropolitan pnmary school, SSTUWA members submiSSion. 
45 Teacher, educat ion support school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
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significant factor In attracting teachers to both the RTS and CTP programs was the capacity for a priority 
transfer bac k to the metropolitan area. This capacity IS significantly undermined by the current operation of 
the IPS mod eL 

The teacher transfer system has been virtually wiped out and country appointments are becoming Itle 
changing; In other words you could be there for the duratIOn" 

Graduate teachers and new educators in country locations are particularly disadvantaged under the current 
starring mod el. Prior to IPS. it was common practice for new teachers to be employed in rural schools at 
the beg inning of their careers. gaining experience and transfer points wh ich could then be used to move to 
schoo ls in la rger towns or in the metropoli tan area. With the abolition of a transfer system for most schools 
these teachers must now re ly on a local selec tion process. Often the capacity for a teacher to meet the 
criteria for a "merit select" position is severely restricted if they are in a small country school. For example. 
large metropolitan secondary schools look for teachers with upper school experience. This cannot be gained 
in a country district high school where the school caters only to Year 10. 

Graduate teachers choosing to go the country to gain valuable teaching experience are finding it difficult to 
find a teaching position in the metropolitan area when they wish to return. Like many fixed term teachers 
they are applying for multiple schools. rather than just focussing on writing an application which is specific to 
one school. n 

It also severely restricts the department's capacity to place metropolitan redeployees. a situation which has 
been signi ficantly exacerbated now that over half of public schools have entered the IPS program. 

There is a very distinct two tier system forming with non-IPS unable to select their own staff and being forced 
to waste valuable resources training or doing performance appraisal on less competent staff they have to 
take. The only fair system is where all school. IPS and non-IPS. must take redeployees before advertising." 

There are cu rren tly just 14 senior secondary schools in WA not operating under the IPS model. including 
only six in the metropolitan area . which has severely limited the redeployment placement in the secondary 
sector. This is causing significant pressure to be placed on non-IPS by the department which needs to place 
its surplus staff and is a major reason for schools applying to join the IPS program. 

It is the view of the SSTUWA that the policy as it currently operates actually undermines the Public Sector 
Management Act in relation to the management of redeployees. The current practice IS inconsistent with 
the relevant regulations under the PSMA In that it actually encourages schools to create surplus staff by 
allowing the re-profiling of positions in schools. The regulatory regime managing employees in the public 
sector pre-dates the IPS policy to a large extent and the state government has not amended the Public 
Sector Management Act or regulations under the Act to specifically accommodate the intent of the IPS 
policy. Additionally. the DoE does not have an exemption issued by the Public Sector Commission for IPS to 
be exempt from accepting existing suitable teachers and administrators requiring placement. as the need 
arises. with in the system. 

The SSTUWA has prosecu ted a number of cases in the WA In dustria l Relations Commission where we 
bel ieve teachers have found themselves declared registrable employees under the new redeployment 
legislation because of the policy allowing IPS sites to avoid having to accept employees deemed surplus to 
requirements. teachers on a return to work program. etc. In each instance the department has resolved the 
matters by finding permanent positions for these teachers rather than addressing the policy issue behind 
the problem. 

Casualisation of the workforce - short term contracts 

One consequence of the implementation of the IPS model has been an increase in the numbers of teachers 
being offered fixed term contracts. Prior to the introduction of IPS the rate of permanent employment Within 

46 Principal. metropolitan primary school, SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
47 Teacher. metropolitan primary school. SSTUWA members submiSSion. 
48 Principal. education support school, SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
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the education teaching force was at approximately 97 per cent. Fixed term contracts can be offered only in 
two circumstances: 

• To fill a vacancy created by a leave of absence. 

• For a defined and limited program of work. 

Increasingly. what is being reported is that teachers are being appointed through local selection for fixed 
terms even where the program is ongoing. such as a normal Year 5 or secondary maths teaching position. 
The term used within the system IS "try before you buy". This enables principals to avoid dealing with 
any performance issues in the appropria te way and is in direc t contravention of the Award and General 
Agreement provis ions. 

The union has Intervened in a number of instances where IPS principals have refused or been unWilling to 
appoint teachers to permanent posit ions despite the position being a clear vacancy and ongoing. 

Term of reference 

01 The Impact on the engagement and performance of students. in particular those with additional needs. 

Student outcomes 

Despite the IPS policy now being in place for six years. there is no evidence that student outcomes have 
been improved as a result of the reform. NAPLAN data shows that studen t outcomes across a range of 
indicators has been ad-hoc and shown mixed results. This is unsurprising considering the in ternational 
evidence from a range of devolved education systems shows these policies have little influence. Improving 
student outcomes. however. has been pitched as a key performance indicator of the state government and 
DoE from the beginning of the IPS policy. In addition to the promise of autonomy and flexibility. improving 
student outcomes has been used both publicly and internally by the Minister and Director General as a 
central incentive for schools to consider becoming IPS. It is generally accepted by prinCipals and teaching 
staff that this should be the main goal of becoming IPS. The reality is, of course, that most become IPS 
for other reasons. In a press statement announcing the IPS policy in 2009, Premier Colin Barnett noted 
the policy would give schools the capacity to "make decisions to tailor their school for the best education 
outcomes for their students."" The 2013 report on IPS commissioned by the Department of Education is 
more direct In Its language. pOinting out that, 

The IPS initiative also aims to improve the operational efficiency and effectIVeness of schools and 
consequently Improve student outcomes." 

While it IS fair to say that the IPS initiative has driven efficiencies in the system, the absence of any credible 
evidence that it has raised student outcomes is an ind icator that these reforms were always more focused 
on the former. It is noted that the drive behind the Putting the Public First discussion paper on public secto r 
management, which the IPS in itia t ive was born from , "is primarily fina ncia l, aimed at cutting public sector 
spending, particularly wage costs."51 Further. it has been noted that the international experience of self
managing schools has proven that they do not improve student outcomes." 

In a 2009 analysis of charter schools operating in the District of Columbia, United States, it was found that 
educalional outcomes had been ad-hoc in their improvement. 

49 Government media release, New era for publIC education In Western Australia. 12 August 2009, lMNW.medI8statements.wa.gov.au 
50 Melbourne Graduate School of Education, EvaluatIOn o{ the Independent PubliC Schools Initia/IVe, Commissioned by the 

Department of Education WA. May 2013,1116.11 
51 Fitzgerald. Dr Scott and Ralnnle. Professor Al. PUlling tile PubliC First? Part Two: Independent PubliC Schools. Curtin Graduate 

School of BUSiness, July 2011. 
52 Fitzgerald. Dr Scott and Ralnnle. Professor At. Puttmg tile PubliC FIrst? Part Two: Independent PUbliC Schools. Curtin Graduate 

School of BUSiness. July 2011. 
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A decent fraction of charter schools, 77 per cent, provide superior education opportunities for their students, 
Nearly half of the charter schools nationwide have results that are no different from the local public school 
option and over a third, 37 per cent, deliver learning results that are significantly worse than thel( students 
would have realised had they remained in traditional public schools, 53 

This IS consistent with evidence from academy schools, England's version of self-managing schools, 
which has found that greater independence and freedom do not in themselves secure Improved student 
outcomes." In fact, emerging evidence from leading educational experts such as Pasi Sahlberg, from the 
Harvard Graduale School of Education, suggests that: 

In the debate over school autonomy, what frequently gets lost is that school autonomy is different from 
teacher autonomy and that If is teacher autonomy that is the more important factor for classroom learning, 
Teacher autonomy means collective professional autonomy" 

It would seem that autonomy models In education, such as the IPS initiative, have been proven time and 
again to be business mode ls driving funding efficiencies, not for the educational benefit of students. 

Our case: Have WA outcomes been improved? 

The WA IPS model has cons istently been couched as superior and focused on giving schools the best 
platform to ensure optimum student success. Current NAPLAN data, however, does not reflect this 
proposition, In a comparison of NAPLAN results for schoo ls who became IPS in 2010 and with an ICSEA 
score of lower than 1,000, and therefore w ith higher disadvantage, It shows that there is no linear 
improvement in outcomes across the indicators of reading, persuasive writing, spelling, grammar and 
punctuation and numeracy.56 The majority of schools show that the ir student outcomes are ad-hoc in their 
results; Improving some years and becoming worse in others. 

For Instance, in an analysis of Year 9 results across a range of IPS schools, the below graph shows that 
average NAPLAN scores increased and decreased from year to year, with no correlation showing consistent 
improvement. 
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53 Fitzgera ld, Or Scott and Ralnnle, Professor At, Putting the PubliC First? Part Two: Independent PubliC Schools. Curtin Graduate 
School of BUSiness. July 201l. 

54 Cobbold, Trevor, IPS no panacea for reform, Save Our Schools. 31 January 2013. 
55 Cobbold, Trevor, School autonomy IS not the same as teacher autonomy, Save Our Schoo ls. 13 October 2015. 
56 My School. NAPLAN data, 2016, www.myschoo l.edu.au. 
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In regard to schools which became IPS In 2010 and have now had six years under the model. results did not 
reflect any consistent improvement In outcomes, For Instance, in the case of BallaJura Community College, 
NAPLAN results for Year 7 between 2010 and 2015 showed Improved results In three assessment areas, 
reduced results In one and one area remained the same," In addition, results varied between years, 

While the DPA sets out an expectation that funds will be used to assist those specific students for which it is 
provided, there is currently no accountability mechanism to ensure that that happens, The use of NAPLAN 
results as the basis by which student outcomes are measured is entirely inadequate for the purposes of 
principal/school accountab ility: it IS even Inappropriate in the case of students unable to do the NAPLAN 
tests, Students with disab ilit ies or non-English speaking students may be unable to do the test: for students 
from socially disadvantaged backgrounds, using NAPLAN as the accountability measure does nothing to 
ensure that the allocated funds are being spent on those students , principally because the SCFM does 
not Identify which students are In that category. It simply provides a lump sum In the school budget. For 
students with disabilities, any funding beyond that which is necessary for the employment of appropriate 
staff IS unaccounted for in thiS model. For schools with an intensive English centre, who receive Significant 
additional funding, there is no mechanism to prevent the principal using that funding for other purposes In 
the school. Having a review every three years means that, in the absence of a complaint, such a reallocation 
IS likely to be picked up only at the time of the review. 

NAPLAN data alone does not reflect a school's performance in student outcomes. NAPLAN testing is 
performed on one day of the schooling year and is accepted as an indication. In anecdotal evidence provided 
to the SSTUWA as part of the submission process, however, it was noted that being IPS was not a panacea 
for school Improvement. Non-IPS schools were quick to pOint out that they had just as much opportunity 
to improve outcomes as their IPS counterparts. IPS principals pointed out that IPS as a brand did not 
necessarily mean better outcomes either. 

We produce report data that superficially looks impressive, yet does not always proVide transparency for 
parents, or teachers. Indeed it does very little to genuinely improve educational outcomes for children." 

It would appear that, based on the current evidence. WA's IPS model performs no better than any other 
autonomy model that exists around the globe. In the absence of an independent, credible analysis of 
student outcomes, the current NAPLAN data and member testimony would suggest that student outcome 
improvement can occur whether the school is IPS or not. The SSTUWA, however, recommends that a 
thorough, independent analysis in this area is carried out. 

57 My School. NAPLAN data. 2016 , wvvw.myschool.cdu.au. 
58 IPS principal . metropolitan primary school. SSTUWA member submiSSion. 
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